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Introduction 
Commutative rings in which every prime ideal is contained in a unique maximal 
ideal have been studied by several people under different names - sometimes with 
the additional hypothesis that the Jacobson radical is zero - (Bkouche [ 11: anneaux 
mous, de Marco & Orsatti [I I], Teleman [ZO]: strongly harmonic rings, Mulvey [ 171: 
Gelfand rings). In his th jis (51, the first author was led to consider the covering 
dimension of the maximal spectrum of a commutative Gelfand ring -4. He shows 
for instance that the stable rank of A is bounded by dim&Max A)+ 1. This 
covering dimension is much more meaningful for a general Gelfand ring than its 
Krull dimension: for instance the Krull dimension of A = Cont([O, I], IK) is infinite 
[ 121 but dim,,, Max A = 1. Nevertheless there are natural Gelfand rings with low 
Krull dimension, such as the ring of continuous semi-algebraic functions on a semi- 
algebraic set. What is then the relationship bet ween the Krull dimension and the 
covering dimension? 
The spectrum of a Gelfand ring is a spectral space in which every point specialises 
to a unique closed point, i.e. a normal spectral space. So is the real spectrum 
SpccR A of any commutative ring A. The second authc r was seanThing for a 
relationship between the cohomological dimension of SpecK A and the Krull 
dimension of SpecH A. Such a relationship is known for noetherian spectral spaces 
[ 13, Theorem 4.15.21 but a real spectrum is almost never noetherian. 
The main result of this paper, which answers both questions, is the following: For 
a normal spectral space X, we have 
The first part of this paper contains some ‘folklore* about spectral spaces (cf. 
[14], [IS], [is], [16]) with an illustration in semi-aigebrzic geometry. The second 
part contains properties of normal spectral spaces, most \lf which are known. The 
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third part deals with continuc;us semi-algebraic functions. The last part is the proof 
of the result on dimrnsions. 
1. Spectral spaces 
1.1. The print spectrum of a commutative ring with its Zariski topology is a space 
(i) which is .ompact and has a basis of compact open sets stable under finite 
intersection and (ii) such that every irreducible closed subset is the closure of a 
unique point. Hochster [ 141 calls a space with properties (i) and (ii) a spectral space, 
and he shows that every spectral space is homeomorphic to the prime spectrum of 
some rmg. 
The Stone duality between FPcolean algebras and Boolean spaces may be extended 
to a duality between distributive lattices and spectra1 spaces, if morphisms of 
hpcc~ral spaces are defined 10 be continuous applications .f: A’--+ 1’ such that 
-1‘ ‘(U) is compact for any compact open U of 1’ (cf. [19], IO]). 
C~iwn a spectral space A’, the compact open sets of X form a distributive lattice 
I_(X). 
Given a lattice T, define a p-inwfilter of T to be a filter i such that aVk i* 
tXE 4 or h E “I a prime filter may be identified to a lattice homomorphism 
q: Y--(0.1) by UE f -S p(a) = I . The Stone space St(T) 0: T is the space of prime 
filttx\ of T Cth the topology tgcneratcd by the basis of ii = ( i E 3l;T) I QE t ) for 
clE T. St( T) is a spectral space and its compact open sets are the ti’s. 
St and L are contravariant f’unctors and yield a duality bcrwecn the cakgory of 
distributive lattices and the category of spectral spaces: St 1%’ L. = Id and L .’ St = Id. 
1.2. Let X be a spectral space. A consrmctible subset of X is x-i element of the 
Boolean subalgebra K(X) of the power set 7)(X) generated by the lattice L(X) of 
compact opens. K(X) is indeed the free Boolean algebra over the lattice L(X); so 
t hcrc is a bijtxt ion Hom(K(X), (0, 1))” Hom(L(X), (0, 1)) and an ultrafilter on 
A’(X) rnq: bc identified to a prime filter on L(X). This identification yields a 
t3ockm slx.wc topology on X whost~ open sets are the constructible subsets. This 
topology. u hich is t’intx than the original ant’, is the constructible (or patch) 
ropolo~~‘. 
1.3. WC rckr to [7] for t lx det‘initivn and the basic propcrt its of the real spectrum 
SpciK .-I of ;I comniutativt‘ ring /I. There it is shown that SpecR .A is a spectral 
qwc. 1 ct K hc a rtxl closed field. K” may be identified to a subset of the real 
~pt’ct 1 \I111 ot‘ A-[.!‘, , . . . , X,,], and then intcrswting with h”’ 1 ields an isomorphism 
tw\\ C’CII ~hc‘ &wl~~rn algebra at‘ wnst ructiblc subsets of Sytx, KIXl, . . . , A’,,] and 
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the Boolean algebra of semi-algebraic subsets of K “. If S is a semi-algebraic subset 
of K”, s denotes the constructible subset of Spec&[& . . . . X,J such that 
Z?fW” = S. This isomorphism SW s is an easy consequence of the Tarski-Seiden- 
berg principle. 
The so-called ‘finiteness theorem’ (121. 110, Theorem 1.11, [7, PropoGtion 5.2]), 
which adds a topological information to the Tarski-Seidenberg Principle, may be 
formulated as follows: The operation U w 0 induces an isomorphism between the 
lattice Q(S) of semi-algebraic open sets of S and the lattice of compact open sets 
of s. So s is homeomorphic to the Stone space of Q(s) and a point of s may be 
identified to a prime filter on Q(k) or to an ultrafilter on the Boolean algebra of 
semialgebraic subsets of S (cl’. the ‘ultrafilter theorem’ in [3]). A sheaf on s may 
be identified to a sheaf on the ‘semi-algebraic site’ of S ([4], [8], [9]) given by the 
ordered set Q(S) with finite covers, and the cohomology groups W’($ -) coincide 
with the semi-algebraic cohomology groups Hti(S, -) of Delfs and Knebusch 
(I% PI). 
1.4. Let s and y be two points of a spectral space X. The point s is called a 
specialisation of y (or Y a generisation of A-) then x belongs to the closure of (J) L 
Spccialisation and generisation are inverse order relatkrns on X. The Krrrll dinzen- 
sion of a spectral space X is the sup of lengths of chains of specialisations in X (a 
chain of specialisations ( r length n is a (n + I )-uple (.I-~,, . . . , x,,) such that xi #_I-. + 1 
and .Y, + I is a specialisation of s,). 
Proposition 1 (Corollary to Theorem 1 in [ 141). Let C be a consfructible scbser oj’ 
A’. The closrrre of C is the set qf specialisations of elernenls oj' C. Hence a constrrtc- 
tible srrbset is closed (resp. open) iJf it is closed under spesialisation (resp. 
generisation). 
Proof. It is clear that any closed subset of X is closed under specialisation. On the 
other hand if A- belongs to the closure of C, any compact open neighborhood of A- 
meets C. Sirxe C is compact Hausdorff for the constructible topology, the intersec- 
tion of all compact open neighborhoods of .Y meets C. Since this interseJion is 
precisely the set of gencrisations of A-, the proposition is proved. 
I-et S bc a semi-algebraic subset of A”‘, k’ a real closed field. Then it is shown 
in [7] that t hc Krull dimension dimA 9 coincides with the usual notions of dimen- 
sion for S (for instance, the dimension as an algebraic set of the Zariski closure of 
S in K”). 
2. Normal spectral spaces 
2.1. A commutative ring is a Gelfand ring iff any point of Spec A specializes to a 
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unique closed point. The real spectrum of a commutative ring or the spectral space 
s associated to a c;emi-algebraic set S also enjoys this property. 
Proposition 2 (Theorem 1.2 in [ 111, Theorem 2.4 in (61, Theorem 6.15 in IlS], 
Theorem 4.4 ir:, [ 181). Let X be a spectral space and M = Max(X) the subsp~w OJ 
its closed poi;/lts. The following properties we eqrrivulent: 
(i) Aw- l kiic s of X has a unique specialisation n(x) in M. 
(ii) Any two distinct closed points of .Y may be separated bv disjoint open 
srrhsets qf X. 
(iii ) A n_v closed poirl t of X has a basis o. f closed neighborhoods in X. 
(iv) Any two disjoint closed subsets of X may be separated b_v disjoint open 
subsets of X. 
Proof. (iv) 3 (iii). Let A- be a poi,It of M and U an open neighborhood of x. Fhcre 
are disjoint open sets I/, and V2 such that SE C;, and (X - U)C 1.1. Then (X - 1;) is 
a closed neighborhood of s contained in U. 
(iii)* (ii). Let A- and J’ be two distinct points of M. By (iii) there are an open neiph- 
borhood U and a closed neighborhood F of A- in X such that A-E tbCFC X -_ { ~1. 
Then U and X - F separate A- and ~9. 
(ii) = (i). Suppose a point _w X has two distinct spekrtkation> xI and x2 in M. 
Let U, and U, be disjoint open neighborhoods of xl and .I-,‘ in A*. ‘T!tw J*E U, and 
-1’ E C’J ( which is impossible. 
(i) 3 (iv). Let 1.’ and G be disjoint closed subsets of X. Suppow that any conlpact 
open neighborhood U of F meets any compact open neighborhood 1’ of Ci. Since .Y 
I- compact Hausdorff for the constructible topology. the family of sxh wmpw 
open sets Un V has a non-empty intersection. Let s be a point of &s intersection. 
The closure of {A-> meets F and G. So n(x) belongs to FM& which is impossible. 
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Proof. Let U be an open subset of X, SE n _ ‘(UC I W. By property (iii) of Proposi- 
has a closed nei hborhsod F contained in W. Then x E FC n"'( Un M) 
(&VI kf ) is open. n is closed since .Y is cc mpact and 34 compact 
TO prove the k&t sentence it is suffi knt to rgnrark that if ye M and 
~~l~~~t~~~ Of .A-, then y = 
is a finer cover than (U&j. 
3. Continuous semi-dgebraic functions 
We shall denote by CSA(S) the ring of continuous semi-algebraic functions on 
a semi-algebraic subset S of K”, K real closed. The continuous semi-algebraic func- 
Foils do not form a sheaf on s: The function 
is locally continuous semi-algebraic, but not semi-algebraic on II?. However they do 
form a sheaf on s, which we shall denote by /XV; we have f(o, / /.I )=CSA(U) 
for U semi-algebraic open of S. 
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the zeroes off are contained in the zeroes of g. Then there are an integer N and 
h E CSA(S) such that g,” = h - jI 
Proof. Replace in Lemma 1 f by g and g by 1 /.f. 
Lemma 3. Let S be a locally closed semi-algebraic set, f E CSA(S). Tlzen 
f(s) f 0)) is isomorphic to the ring of fractions CSA(S!,.. 
Proof. Consider the morphism CSA(S!, +CSA({.UE S 1 f(x)#Of) = B. It is injective 
since the kernel of the morphism CSA(S)-+B is the ideal of g such that J. g = 0. it 
is surjective by Lemma 1. 
Proposition 6. Let S be a local& closed semi-algebraic set. Then the ringed space 
& r. 1 i) is isomorphic to the affine scheme of the ring CSA(S). 
Proof. We prove first that Spec(CSA(S)) is homeomorphic to s. The compact 
opens of the first space are exactly the elementary open sets Qf): Lemma 2 implies 
that D( f )U D(g) = D(f’ + g’). To D(f) we may associate (SE S IJ’(s) f 0) which is 
semi-algebraic open in S; By Lemma 2, this yields an injective homomorph’sm 
L(Spec(CSA(S))-+R(S, (with the notations of Section 1). Moreover this homomor- 
phism is surjective: if U is semi-algebraic open in S, the function ‘distance to S - U’ 
belongs to CSA(S). 
The fact that ’ 1 I is isomorphic to the structural sheaf of Spec CSA(S) is obvious 
by Lemma 3. 
Corollary 2. Let S be II lot*a& closed semi-algebraic sei. ‘rhea the Knrll dimension 
of C’SA(S) is equal to the dimension of S. 
So CSA(S) is a Gelfand ring with low Krull dimension. In IS] it is shown that, 
if S is a compact semi-algebraic subset of II?“, CSA(S) has the same isomorphisq 
classes of projective modules of finite type as the ring of continuous real valued 
functions on S. 
4. Uimensions of normal spcclral spaces 
WC have already encountered the Krull dimension dim, X of a spectral space X. 
The cohomological dimension of X denoted by dim,,h X is as usual the smallest in- 
teger n such that for all p> 11 and all abelian sheaf I- on X, W’(X, . . ) = 0. 
WC may recall the definition of the covering dimension: A collection (A,),, I of 
subsets of X is of order cn when for any (n + 2)-uple of distinct indices io,. . . , i, + , 
in I one has .4$.4,~W4A,,+ t = 0. The covering dimension of a space X 
(denoted by dim,,,, X) is the smallest integer n such that for any open cover of X 
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there exists a finer o?en cover of order ~1. 
Remark that if X is a normal spectra! space, we have dim,,l, X = dim,,l, M by 
Corollary 1 abow. WC also have dim,,, X = dim,,, M: It is sufficient to see that if 
(U,),Er is an open cover of X with (&i7M)iE~ of order n, then (n-‘(l/inM))ie, is 
a finer open cover of order n. 
Proposition ‘- 1 e+ X be a normal spectral spacv. then 
Prctd. lhc first inequality is obvious by Proposition 5. We prow the second in- 
cquaiiry by induction on d = dimh X If n= 0, A’ is a boolean space and then 
dim<,,, X= 0. Suppose that the result is proved for all normal spectral space of 
Kruii di~~x~~~io~~ <d. Let (U,),, r be an open cover of X. We may suppose that I is 
finite and that all the Q’s are compact. Let F, be the frontier of U,, and F= 
u, r , I-;. I-‘ is a normal spectral space of Kruii dimension <c! since by Proposition 
I any pc3int of I-; has a gencrisation in U,. So there is an open cow- ( V,),E ,I of F 
01’ or&r cd which is finer than (U, n F),, r. By property (iii) of Proposition 2, an! 
~iowi point .v of i-’ has a closed neighborhood G, in X such that G.\n F is con- 
rained in wnit I;. Since F-f3 M is compact it is covered by a finite number of 
int!G,)‘s and hence we have F’C Uk, h int(G,,) for a fink K. Let 
G, = u G,.. 
I(* ,.,:I 1 I 
I hc t‘;Imil>* (G, fl F), t _I is ot‘ order <tl and so, if G is the union of the family of in- 
Icrwction~ 01‘ tl+ 1 dktinct G,‘s. C; and f-’ art‘ disjoint ciostxi sets. Thw, if wt’ let 
-‘?, = int(G,) - G, the farnil!~ (~2,),,,~ I is a family of open subsets of A’ of order <n 
which cow-s E’ and such that (Q., n FJF ,/ is finer than (V, n f ;,, r; WC may more- 
wt‘r suppose that any Q., is contained in some U,. Now, let U:‘;= U, and U,’ = 
int(X - U,) and, for t‘ : / --) (0, 1 ), U’: = n,, ,. U,? Then the family (U”),., ((), ,)/U 
VW,, I is an open cow of X M hich is finer than (U,),, I and it is of order rd since 
Cs” n P‘ = 0 for c # t“ and (Q,!IE., is of order <CL 
Kernark. Let Q bc a compact of Y”. Let A == 2’ I k’(X,, . . . , .%‘,,].U(Q) where r(Q) is 
t hc’ ideal of poi~*Iiomiais vanishing on Q and .F t htz set of polynomials which hai c 
no zero on Q. Max(SpecR A) is homeomcrphic to Q and hence we have dim,,,, Qr 
dim, Spec,? ‘4 and dimco, @dim,; A (cf. [5]). 
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